
  

 

 

       

 

 

 

 Biological Blanket Weed Treatment 

 HYDRA  

 Lake Clear 

HYDRA® 



 Hydra Lake Clear is a complex blend of natural 

minerals and sequestrants. 100% biodegradable 

and free from additives which can cause toxic 

effects or oxygen deprivation. 

 It works the same safe way as barley straw but 

instantly. 

 No waiting weeks to see results and no messy 

smelly straw to remove. 

 Rapidly removes blanket Weed/String Algae 

without altering the pH of water. 

 Harmless to All fish, birds, reptiles, 

invertebrates, humans, animals, mammals, and 

water plants. 

Hydra Lake Clear is a special formulation for lake 

weed control that removes slime, string algae and 

blanket weed in lakes or other large bodies of water. 

It is a favoured product of various ground keepers 

including those taking care of fishing lakes, stately 

homes, golf courses, leisure parks, angling clubs and 

boat docks. 

 Promotes clear healthy water by chelating and 

absorbing nitrites, phosphates and other 

pollutants. 

 Safe on all surfaces including concrete and 

synthetic liners. Will not effect pumps or filters. 

 Removes blanket weed & string algae from koi/

fish ponds, lakes, water traps, natural pools and 

irrigation systems. 

 Acts immediately. No toxic effects. 

 Easy to use granules that could be simply 

broadcast upon the affected surface. 

Hydra Lake Clear is a complex blend of natural 

minerals with favourable bacteria and enzymes.  

This enzyme and bacterial action controls and 

prevents blanket weed to reappear for long periods. 

Acts immediately upon contact to eliminate blanket 

weed, slime or string algae.  

Works in same eco friendly manner as barley straw 

without the mess of removing smelly and rotting 

straw.  

 

  Description 

  Features & Advantages 



Activated by water it immediately starts breaking 

down blanket weed blooms. Releases vital oxygen 

into the water as it bio-degrades. 

Badly Fouled System: Per acre - ft. of water (1,233 

m³). Treat @ 25 – 50 kg.                                                                                                 

Maintenance Dosage: Per acre - ft. of water (1,233 

m³). Treat @ 2 - 10 kg.                                                                                                           

Use when water temperature is above 12°C (54°F).                 

Broadcast Hydra Lake Clear to affected areas at the 

high curative rate, either manually or by applicator. 

Only treat affected areas. 

Blanket weed will turn grey as it dies, then it can 

either be manually removed or it left to sink to the 

bottom were it will decompose. 

Re-treat any areas that require it after one week. 

Then maintenance treat as required at the low 

curative rate. 

Acts immediately upon contact to eliminate blanket 

weed, slime or string algae.  

Works in same eco friendly manner as barley straw 

without the mess of removing smelly and rotting 

straw.  

Hydra lake treatment gives you fast and effective 

results for lake algae removal. 

You should be able to see the results soon after the 

application. 

Broadcast the product as per the suggested “initial 

treatment” dose. Wait until blanket weed dies or 

turns grey after which it floats free on the water 

surface. 

You may now remove the dead lake blanket weed 

manually or leave as it is on the water surface.  

If left the dead blanket weed sinks to the bottom 

where it eventually decomposes over time.  This will 

add nutrients to the water body. 

If using water for green irrigation- wait for 5 days 

after treatment before using on greens. 

N.B. Do not use if the water is clean. Hydra Lake 

Clear needs to react with organic matter to use up its 

oxidising power. 

If you have to repeat any of the above treatments 

leave at least 48 hours between consecutive 

treatments. 

After application, do not allow undiluted granules to 

remain in area where humans/animals are exposed.                                                              

Non-target plants will suffer contact burn if undiluted 

granules are accidentally spilled on them.  

If they are spilled simply rinse off with water. Do not 

apply in such a way that the concentrate comes in 

contact with grass, plants and other foliage. 

  How To Use 

  Description 



Laboratory Facilities 

Hydra International Ltd.'s Research & Development Laboratories are a hub of activity where new products are       

developed and formulated. We have working relationships with our raw material suppliers, many of these suppliers 

are major world-wide chemical manufacturers with their own development laboratories.  

As a company we are well known in the chemical industry for being receptive to cutting edge new chemicals which 

can be incorporated into our products to achieve performance advantages. An important part of the International 

Standards that we hold is that of constant improvement. We show that we have achieved this at every independent 

audit. 
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